
HOW TO WRITE AN ARTICLE ENGLISH GCSE POEMS

Learn about how respond to poetry with GCSE English Literature poetry resources. When writing an essay, it's important
to first spend some time planning out.

You need to put the reader in the moment your are describing. Do you know how to use language and
structural techniques effectively? You might also be asked to respond to a statement or image stimulus. No
one plays in these streets now. Last, but certainly not least: how are you supposed to revise a novel? Find a
short quotation and challenge yourself to squeeze as much analysis out of it as possible. Here is some advice
for revising poetry: Read the poem fully at least once and make sure you understand it. I hold that moment in
my mind now, like a talisman against the storm that followed. Use the tools that are around you to aid you.
Make sure your writing is varied and rich in figurative language. Develop an understanding of key literary
symbols. Practise answering essayâ€”style questions with and then without your notes. When it comes to
Shakespeare, you can make use of revision websites , flashcards, notes, YouTube, and many more online
resources. Annotate the poem with your ideas. About the scene in front of her? You knew it was coming: read!
Firstly, we need to change this question. You can get to a teacher to mark your answers, but what is more
fruitful is mastering the mark schemes and marking them yourself. Do not let 15 poems send you into a hot
panic. Skim-read the novel again to remind yourself of the main ideas or read over a synopsis of the plot
online. Change perspective Imagine the scene through the eyes of someone who is there â€” what are they
thinking and feeling? Use figurative language to add sophistication. Ask yourself â€” what does it say I need
to do to get top marks? Annotate the poem with ideas from others. Finish by creating an emotional atmosphere
For a moment all stops. This means getting to grips with the type of questions, how much marks they are
worth, the skills required in each, and even how long you should spend on each. Make everything memorable
and strategic. How would you revise for that? English Literature Whether you are reading a poem, a play, or a
piece of prose â€” analysis is the key to understanding English Literature. My brother always triumphed at
badminton: the smart swish of the racquet followed by the whistle of a cleanly whipped shuttlecockâ€¦ Ending
â€” emotion Finally, focus on one more detail that ties in with your first paragraph â€” this is a moment to
introduce an alternative mood or feeling; perhaps highlight the different human emotions. Revising for
English language can seem difficult and rather unstructured, but websites like Get My Grades help to make it
clear, achievable, and purposeful. Practising questions without that constant feedback or reviewing process is
not as productive. English Language Most exam boards incorporate an extended writing task â€” a description
or story for fiction and an article, letter, speech etc. When we children came home from school, we were left to
our own devices. It seemed as if nothing would ever disturb the peace of those timesâ€¦ Zoom Pick on another
detail to describe but try to find something that contrasts with what has gone before, like the shuttered
windows. Mention something that you will return to in your last paragraph to frame your writing. Take a look
at this gem of a resource, Bradon English , which has detailed video analysis for each poem in the Edexcel
Relationships anthology. Have some success criteria for effective writing and mark yourself against this. Well
chosen adjectives, verbs and figurative language can add layers to your writing. Sometimes I stood in a
window, gazing absently at the games below. Then, simply practise answering these questions repeatedly.
This is so valuable in tackling your mistakes, but more importantly in identifying your strong and weak points
so you can work on the areas that need attention. Read more of this series here Recent.


